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Fractals can be used to represent intricate self-similar geometries, but their application to
the representation of physical systems is beset with difﬁculties which stem from an inabil-
ity to deﬁne traditionally derived-physical quantities such as stress, pressure, strain, heat
etc. This paper describes a method for the determination of analytical heat-transfer solu-
tions on pre-fractal and fractal domains. The approach requires the construction of maps
from pre-fractal domains to the continuum, which facilitate the application of traditional
continuum solution methods. Solutions on fractal domains are achievable with this
approach, and are deﬁned to be the limit solution of analytical solutions obtained on the
pre-fractals approximating the fractal of interest. This approach avoids many of the com-
plications and technical difﬁculties arising from the use of measure theory and fractional
derivatives, but also infers that the governing heat transfer equations are valid on all
pre-fractals. The fractals considered are necessarily deterministic and relatively simple in
form to demonstrate the solution methodology. The solutions presented are limited to
one and two-dimensional domains and, in 1-D, are applied to an idealised composite mate-
rial consisting of relatively small particles of inﬁnitely low thermal conductivity embedded
in a relatively large matrix of inﬁnitely high thermal conductivity. The fractal composite
system is thus not truly representative of a realistic physical system, but the methods pre-
sented do serve to demonstrate how analytical solutions can be attained on dust-like frac-
tal domains. It is demonstrated that a measurable temperature is possible on a fractal
structure along with ﬁnite measures of heat ﬂux and energy. Transient and steady state
thermal solutions are presented. The solutions on a selection of the pre-fractals are com-
pared against ﬁnite element predictions to reinforce the validity of the approach.
 2012 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
Conductive heat transfer on a continuum body is reasonably well described by Fourier’s law of heat conduction. The phys-
ics underpinning thermal conduction is assumed to be scale independent on a continuum. Quantities of particular interest in
conduction heat transfer are temperature, internal energy, enthalpy, thermal capacity, thermal conductivity and density. The
principal link between the material and spatial volume is the density. In continuum thermodynamics, density is deﬁned at a
point by considering the ratio of material mass to volume in the limit as the volume shrinks to zero. It is recognised that this
limit breaks down at molecular scales and at meso-length scales for some materials. The continuum property provides a
route for a heterogeneous microstructure to an essentially homogeneous continuum. However, it has become necessary
to develop complex material models and the associated physics in order to more accurately represent the behaviour of com-
plex heterogeneous structures present at the macro and meso-scales with modern composites and cellular structures.. All rights reserved.
ey).
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ciated pre-fractals. It is unfortunate that, unlike continuum thermodynamics, there presently exist no analytical solutions for
heat transfer on fractal-like microstructures. Analytical solutions in a continuum setting provide the foundation for the
development of complex numerical procedures as these are used for essential validation. The view adopted in this paper
is that the absence of analytical solutions in fractal thermodynamics is severely impeding the development of the subject.
Consider for example the theoretical work of work of Tarasov [1,2] and more recently Ostraja-Starzewski [3–5] with the
development of continuum-like transport equations for mass, momentum and energy on fractal porous structures. Their ap-
proach (like others [6–18]) is founded on the application of fractional derivatives. Most theories are untested and physically
unrealisable in many respects. An associated problem is that there is presently no uniﬁed accepted deﬁnition for a fractional
derivative as each has deﬁciencies, although the one discovered by Liouville and extended by Riemann is commonly used
[17]. Other commonly used derivatives are the Grunwald–Letnikov derivative and the Caputo derivative which are similar
in form to the Riemann–Liouville derivative [18].
An alternative method that avoids fractional derivatives is via the indirect use of fractal quantities. One such quantity is
the fractal dimension of some representative fractal applied to a continuum type model, but such approaches have severe
limitations and are not considered further here [19,20].
Aside from generic theories, research into particular solution methods has been developed in an attempt to cater for heat
transfer through irregular structures. In Ref. [21] for example, a modiﬁed Schwarz-Christoffel transformation and an integral
representation is used to represent heat transfer through an irregular surface. The work is numerical and limited to pre-frac-
tals, and no analytical results are presented. An alternative numerical approach performed in Ref. [22] is the use of the lattice
Boltzmannmodel to simulate ﬂuid-solid coupling and heat transfer. This approach has the advantage of having clear physical
meanings attached to the procedure, although again it is numerical and limited to pre-fractals.
The methodology presented in this paper is founded on the existence of mappings between pre-fractals and the contin-
uum. Governing partial differential equations (or transport equations) applicable to the pre-fractal can then be related to
similar scaled equations on the continuum. In two and three dimensions the work thus far is limited to product fractals,
but these do serve to demonstrate how geometric anisotropy at the pre-fractal scale manifests itself as material anisotropy
at the continuum scale. Use can then be made of existing continuum solutions to generate analytical and approximate solu-
tions on the pre-fractal. In fact, in this way, decades of work performed in continuum theories can be applied to pre-fractals
and (in the limit) fractals, and hence establish a solid foundation for heat transfer on fractals and pre-fractals which has hith-
erto been lacking. Although the approach is generic, it does rely on the existence of particular mappings between pre-fractals
and the continuumwhich can be readily shown to exist for all dusts and product spaces formed by dusts, which are the focus
of this paper. Once maps have been established, the solution method is straightforward and simply requires a change in the
spatial arguments of the continuum solution to produce pre-fractal solutions and limiting fractal solutions. The weakness in
the approach currently is the lack of generic mappings, which limits the scheme to relatively simple fractals. However, de-
spite this, the ability to generate analytical solutions is considered by the authors to be critical for the sound development of
the subject area.
The composite fractal-material model on which calculations are performed is presented in Section 2, and consists of inﬁ-
nitely-thin, high-density, low-conducting particles embedded in inﬁnitely-low density conducting matrix material. The
overall composite possesses an average thermal conductivity, and in one dimension the ﬁbres are assumed to be spatially
distributed along a rod as a Cantor dust. In two and three dimensions, product fractals are used to describe the distribution
of the composite ﬁbres. One of the downsides of obtaining solutions on a fractal is that material models by necessity are
extreme in nature, possessing a mix of material properties that is typically inﬁnite or zero. This is, of course, not the case
on pre-fractals which are much more useful for representing physical systems.
The Cantor dust and associated contraction mappings are introduced in Section 3 along with mappings from the pre-frac-
tals to the continuum. The steady state solution arising from the uni-axial heat loading of the composite rod, (i.e. the Devil’s
staircase) is presented in Section 4 to introduce the concept of an equivalent-continuum problem. It is demonstrated through
this concept just how readily steady-state solutions on a fractal rod (constructed from an idealised-composite material) can
be obtained for a range of thermal loading conditions. The authors are unaware of any other steady-state analytical solution
beyond the Devil’s staircase. Transient heat transfer problems are presented in Section 5. The method presented is generic in
the sense that it shows how continuum transient solutions can be used to obtain solutions on a fractal composite. In Section
6 solutions on pre-fractals are contrasted against solutions obtained using the ﬁnite element method to provide conﬁdence
in the physical representations. In Sections 7 and 8 the methods are extended to product fractals, where analytical steady
state and transient temperatures are obtained for isotropic and anisotropic fractal structures.2. The 1-D composite fractal material model
In order to demonstrate the method and to obtain analytical solutions, an idealised-composite material is used. Attention
is limited to a binary composite consisting of two isotropic materials with possibly extreme thermal properties. In 1-D, the
composite considered consists of inﬁnitely small particles possessing an inﬁnitely small value for thermal conductivity, sep-
arated by differing sizes of layers of inﬁnitely high conductivity material. Under heat loading, such a material will sustain
high temperature gradients in the particles and low temperature gradients in the matrix. The steady heat loading of a fractal
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Cantor dust.
A steady state solution requires the initial speciﬁcation of an average thermal conductivity K0 which is speciﬁed with ref-
erence to the physical conductivity of the particle material. The steady state solution on the fractal rod is deﬁned to be the
limiting solution of steady state solutions obtained on pre-fractals formed as part of the fractal-generation process. The pre-
fractal solutions are of particular interest in the work and it is shown in Section 4 that as a consequence of energy transfer,
matching the thermal conductivity Kk for the particles satisﬁes the relationship ðKk=K0Þ ¼ ð‘k=‘0Þ1D1 on the kth pre-fractal E^k,
where ‘k is particle length and D1 is the Hausdorff fractal dimension for the Cantor dust. In the limit k?1 the thermal
conductivity Kk? 0, i.e. the particle thermal conductivity in an idealised-material model (consisting of two materials with
zero and inﬁnite conductivity) is obtained. If the kth pre-fractal is representative of the physical geometry, then Kk is the
known material conductivity from which K0 is determined using ðKk=K0Þ ¼ ð‘k=‘0Þ1D1 . Thus, the manner in which Kk varies
with k is largely unimportant for solutions on a particular pre-fractal.
Similar considerations apply to transient thermal loading of the fractal rod where on the fractal, the particles are assumed
to have inﬁnite density and the matrix material is assumed to have zero density. Conservation of mass on E^k gives the rela-
tionships ðMk=M0Þ ¼ ð‘k=‘0ÞD1 and ðqk=q0Þ ¼ ð‘k=‘0ÞD11, where q0 is the average physical density of the composite, set so that
qk gives the correct physical value on the pre-fractal of interest. In the limit k?1 the particle density qk?1; as a conse-
quence of mass conservation however, extensive quantities such as heat capacity are independent of k.
The behaviour in higher dimensions is a little different in respect to particle thermal conductivity. In 2-D for the case of a
Fractal Cantor dust Kk = K0, and for 3-D ðKk=K0Þ ¼ ð‘k=‘0Þ
D33
3 with D3 = 3D1. The matrix thermal conductivity in higher dimen-
sions is required to be anisotropic to facilitate the channelling of thermal energy to the particles.
3. The 1-D fractal rod
Consider the embedding of a Cantor set [23] in a bar of initial length ‘0. The required Cantor set is generated by the self-
similar contraction mappingsS1ðxÞ ¼ x3 and S2ðxÞ ¼
2‘0 þ x
3
; ð1Þwhere E^0 ¼ ½0; ‘0. The interval and 2 mappings form an iterated function system (IFS) [23]. The contraction mapping linking E^0
to E^1 is given byE^1 ¼WðE^0Þ ¼
[2
i¼1
SiðE^0Þ ¼ ½0; ‘0=3 [ ½2‘0=3; ‘0; ð2Þand similarly E^2 is given byE^2 ¼W2ðE^0Þ ¼
[2
i¼1
SiðE^1Þ ¼ ½0; ‘0=9 [ ½2‘0=9; ‘0=3 [ ½2‘0=3;7‘0=9 [ ½8‘0=9; ‘0; ð3Þwhere more generally the kth pre-fractal is thus formed as the kth composition of E^0 with E^k ¼ WkðE^0Þ.
This deﬁnition readily generalises to any number of mappings with scaling factors |Si| (jS1j ¼ jS2j ¼ 13 in this case) and the
solution methods presented are thus easily extendable to more complex fractals. The initial pre-fractals are shown in Fig. 1.
The null regions contained in ½0; ‘0=E^k are loosely associated with E^k to avoid the introduction of unnecessary notation. It can
be shown by simple induction that E^k has Nk = 2k non-empty elements each of length ‘k = 3k‘0. The support lk is deﬁned on
[0, ‘0] asFig. 1. Pre-fractals for the Cantor dust.
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1 if s 2 E^k;
0 if s 2 ½0; ‘0=E^k;
(
ð4Þand is central to the deﬁnitionxkðsÞ ¼ 32
 k Z s
0
lkðrÞdr; ð5Þwhich maps E^k embedded in ½0; ‘0 to the continuum ½0; ‘0.
The mapping is depicted in Fig. 2 for k = 1, 2, . . . , 5, and it is evident that xk is continuous and maps regions of E^k to cor-
responding regions in the continuum [0, ‘0], which is effectively subdivided into Nk regions of length N
1
k ‘0. The null regions
associated with E^k are mapped to the corresponding internal boundaries of E^0. Moreover the differential equationdxkðsÞ ¼ 32
 k
lkðsÞds; ð6Þrelates the length differential E^0 to the length differential in E^k.
The fractal dimension of the dust can be obtained either by box counting, or by treating the dust as a totally disconnected
IFS. In general, if W comprises n mappings with scale factors |Si|, i = 1, 2, . . . , n, then the fractal dimension is given as the solu-
tion to
Pn
i¼1jSijD1 ¼ 1. For the Cantor dust, the fractal dimension is given byX2
i¼1
jSijD1 ¼ 1; ð7Þfrom which it follows that 3D1 ¼ 2.
In the problems considered here, mass is assumed to be distributed uniformly over the dust giving Mk = 2kM0, so it can
be deduced thatMk
M0
 
‘k
‘
  ¼ Vk
V0
 D11
; ð8Þwhere Vk = A‘k and where A is the cross-sectional area of the rod; substitution of Eq. (8) into (6) givesdxk ¼ ‘k
‘0
 D11
lkðsÞds: ð9Þ4. 1-D steady state fractal solutions
The approach here follows that outlined in Ref. [22] (for vibration) to create an equivalent continuum model and to use
the solution from this model to create the solutions on the pre-fractals. The equivalent-continuummodel in this case is sim-
ply that of E^0, i.e. a rod of length ‘0. Assuming that the bar E^0 has an average thermal conductivity K0 and the temperatures at
T(x = 0) = T0 and T(x = ‘0) = T‘, then the solution satisfying the differential equation K0T
00 ¼ 0 and boundary conditions isFig. 2. Mapping xk for different values of k.
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DT0 = T‘  T0.
4.1. Steady state fractal solution
The solution on the kth pre-fractal satisfying the temperature boundary conditions isTkðsÞ ¼ T  xkðsÞ; ð10Þ
where xk is the map deﬁned in Eq. (5) and T is the continuum solution. This solution is given byTkðsÞ ¼ T0 þ DT0
‘0
‘k
‘0
 D11 Z s
0
lkðrÞdr: ð11ÞThe proof of which is obtained by differentiation of Tk(s) = T  xk(s) to give
dTk
ds
¼ dxk
ds
dT
dx
¼ 3
2
 k
lk
dT
dx
¼ ‘k
‘0
 D11
lk
dT
dx
; ð12Þandd2Tk
ds2
¼ d
2xk
ds2
dT
dx
þ dxk
ds
 2 d2T
dx2
¼ ‘k
‘0
 D11
lk
" #2
d2T
dx2
: ð13ÞIt clear from Eq. (13) that because T 00 ¼ 0 the function Tk satisﬁes the same governing equation almost everywhere, i.e.
T 00k ¼ 0 at points internal to E^k. At the points where the solution is not satisﬁed (i.e. at points of discontinuity in T 0k, which
occur at the boundary of elements of E^k) the heat ﬂux is matched by an appropriate speciﬁcation of Kk: a constant heat ﬂux
requirement on E^k givesKk
K0
¼ ‘k
‘0
DT0
DTk
¼ 2
3
 k
¼ ‘k
‘0
 1D1
; ð14Þsince ‘k = 3k‘0 and DTk ¼ 2kDT0.
It is apparent that plotting ðTk  T0Þ=DT0 against s/‘0 gives identical graphs to those presented in Fig. 2. In the limit k?1
Eq. (12) gives the Devil’s staircase on the fractal.
4.2. Steady state fractal solution with uniform heat source
Consider the same conﬁguration as described in Section 4.1, but now with the addition of a constant, uniform heat source
Q0 per unit volume over [0, ‘0]. In this case the continuum governing differential equation is K0T
00 þ Q0 ¼ 0 with the solutionTðxÞ ¼ T0 þ DT0
‘0
x 1
2
Q0
K0
xðx ‘0Þ; ð15Þwhere DT0 ¼ T‘  T0 and T0 and T‘ are given by the temperature boundary conditions. The solution on the kth pre-fractal is
obtained in the same manner as above, i.e.TkðsÞ ¼ T  xkðsÞ ¼ T0 þ DT0
‘0
xkðsÞ  12
Q0
K0
xkðsÞ xkðsÞ  ‘0ð Þ
¼ T0 þ DT0
‘0
‘k
‘0
 D11 Z s
0
lkðrÞdr 
1
2
Q0
K0
‘k
‘0
 D11 Z s
0
lkðrÞdr  ‘0
 !
‘k
‘0
 D11 Z s
0
lkðrÞdr: ð16ÞIt should be appreciated that the heat source Qk must be applied to elements in E^k, i.e. not to the matrix, but to the dust.
To demonstrate that Eq. (16) is indeed the solution to the governing heat equation KkT
00
k þ Qk ¼ 0 on E^k and to appreciate
better the form of Qk consider substitution of Eq. (13) into KkT
00
k þ Qk ¼ 0 to giveKk
d2Tk
ds2
þQk¼Kk
‘k
‘0
 D11
lk
" #2
d2T
dx2
þQk¼K0
‘k
‘0
 1D1 ‘k
‘0
 D11
lk
" #2
Q0
K0
 
þQk¼
‘k
‘0
 D11
lkQ0þQk¼0: ð17ÞThe right hand side is zero on speciﬁcation of Qk ¼ ð‘k‘10 ÞD11lkQ0, and use is made of the identity l2k ¼ lk in the deri-
vation of this expression.
Note that the amount energy supplied to the fractal from the source term isA
Z ‘0
0
Qkds ¼ AQ0
‘k
‘0
 D11 Z ‘0
0
lkds ¼ AQ0
‘k
‘0
 D11
Nk‘k ¼ A‘0Q0; ð18Þ
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model.
Temperature proﬁles provided from Eq. (16) are depicted in Fig. 3 for different values of k, with identical end tempera-
tures and energy input quantiﬁed by Q0‘
2
0=K0DT0 ¼ 10.
The analysis presented in the foregoing sections can be readily extended to solutions involving various forms for the heat
source term (such as may be found in, for example, convective heat transfer). Irrespective of the choice of heat source, the
solution method remains the same: The continuum solution is derived and applied to the fractal domain by Tk(s) = T  xk(s).
The correct physical behaviour of the resulting fractal solution can be readily established by integration over the set to prove
the preservation of the correct energy balance.
5. 1-D fractal transient thermal problems
Consider the response of a prismatic rod of length ‘0 whose continuum transient behaviour is described by the partial
differential equationq0c0
@T
@t
¼ K0 @
2T
@s2
; ð19Þwhere q0 is the average density and c0 is the average speciﬁc thermal capacitance of the composite. The transient governing
equation on E^k isqkck
@Tk
@t
¼ Kk @
2Tk
@s2
: ð20ÞThe thermal conductivity satisﬁes the relationship given in Eq. (14).
Given that the mass is evenly distributed over the fractal and pre-fractals, it follows thatqk ¼
‘k
‘0
 D11
q0; ð21Þand, since mass is not distributed over null regions, it follows that on [0, ‘0] the density is qk ¼ ð‘k‘10 ÞD11lkq0.
It should be appreciated that density is a continuum concept, so is not deﬁned on the fractal, i.e. limk!1qk ¼ 1. Similar to
the mass, the internal energy is assumed to be distributed over E^k with no energy present on the null regions. Thus, an ele-
ment in E^k has internal energy differentialdðD^U0Þ ¼ q0c0D^TðAdxkÞ ¼ qkc0D^TðAdsÞ ¼ qkckD^TkðAdsÞ ¼ dðD^UkÞ; ð22Þ
where it is assumed that D^T ¼ D^Tk, so it follows that c0 = ck for all k and where D^ denotes a difference in relation to state (or
time). The equality c0 = ck is a consequence of mass conservation and the recognition of speciﬁc heats as intensive quantities.
The temperature Tk(s, t) = T(xk(s), t) is a solution to Eq. (20), as may be conﬁrmed by substituting Tk(s, t) into Eq. (20) to
obtainFig. 3. Temperature plot for a bar subject to uniform heat source Q0 with
Q0‘
2
0
K0DT0
set equal to 10.
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@Tk
@t
¼ q0c0
‘k
‘0
 D11
lk
@T
@t
¼ Kk @
2Tk
@s2
¼ K0 ‘k
‘0
 D11
lk
@2T
@x2
; ð23Þwhich reduces to Eq. (19), as required.
5.1. Fractal solution on a rod of ﬁnite length
As an example of the transient response, the fractal rod presented in Section 4 is investigated, where for convenience a
zero initial temperature ﬁeld is imposed. Using a separation of variables of the form T(x, t) = X(x)s(t), Eq. (19) will be satisﬁed
by an eigenfunction expansion given by Tnðx; tÞ ¼ expðk2natÞ sinðknxÞ, kn ¼ np=‘0, n = 1, 2, . . .. The full solution is thusTðx; tÞ ¼
X1
n¼1
bi exp  np
‘0
 2
at
 !
sin
np
‘0
x
 
; ð24Þwhere a = K0/q0c0.
On E^k the solution isTkðs; tÞ ¼
X1
n¼1
bnexp  np
‘0
 2
at
 !
sin
np
‘0
‘k
‘0
 D11 Z s
0
lkðrÞdr
 !
; ð25Þwhere the coefﬁcients bn are supplied from the continuum solution. The initial conditions are deﬁned on the pre-fractal by
simply setting t = 0 in Eq. (25) to giveTkðs;0Þ ¼
X1
n¼1
bn sin
np
‘0
‘k
‘0
 D11 Z s
0
lkðrÞdr
 !
; ð26Þso convergence of the series is no more of an issue than for continuum solutions.In the case of a bar subjected to a uniform
heat source Q0, the solution isTkðs; tÞ ¼ T0 þ DT0
‘0
‘k
‘0
 D11 Z s
0
lkðrÞdr 
1
2
Q0
K0
‘k
‘0
 D11 Z s
0
lkðrÞdr  ‘0
 !
‘k
‘0
 D11 Z s
0
lkðrÞdr þ
X1
n¼1
bn
 exp  np
‘0
 2
at
 !
sin
np
‘0
‘k
‘0
 D11 Z s
0
lkðrÞdr
 !
: ð27ÞIt is instructive to consider the speciﬁcation of an initial condition. For the sake of deﬁniteness, consider Eq. (27) and a
zero initial temperature ﬁeld, which means that the continuum Fourier solution is required to satisfyX1
n¼1
bn sin
np
‘0
x
 
¼ DT0 T0DT0 þ
x
‘0
 
 1
2
Q0‘
2
0
K0DT0
x
‘0
 
x
‘0
 1
  !
; ð28Þwhich givesbn ¼ 2DT0np
T0
DT0
ðð1Þn  1Þ þ ð1Þn þ j
ðnpÞ2
ðð1Þn  1Þ
" #
; ð29Þwhere DT0– 0 and j ¼ Q0‘20ðK0DT0Þ1.
The variable j is set equal to 10 in Eq. (27) to give the results depicted Fig. 4 for two times deﬁned by at‘20 ¼ 1 and
at‘20 ¼ 0:04. It is apparent from comparison of Figs. 4 and 3 that the time deﬁned by at‘20 ¼ 1 provides the steady state
solution depicted in Fig. 3.
6. Finite element models
Eq. (27) provides an analytical solution on E^k and it is of some interest to compare this against a ﬁnite-element model
applied directly on E^k. This comparison serves to provide conﬁdence in the method, but also highlights a particular issue with
the approximation of the initial conditions. Consider the ﬁnite element solution to a partial differential equation of the formqkck
@Tk
@t
¼ Kk @
2Tk
@s2
þ Qk ð30Þon elements of E^k with matching of temperature and heat ﬂux between adjacent elements, i.e. neglecting the null regions.
The neglect of the null regions in this manner results in a ﬁnite-element system with ﬁnite elements representing the
elements of E^k only. This approach overcomes the problem of having to stipulate extreme differences in material properties
which can be problematic for commercial software. The weak residual form of Eq. (30) can be achieved using the weighted
transport equation
Fig. 4. Temperature plot for a ﬁnite bar with ﬁxed wall temperatures and Q0‘
2
0
K0DT0
¼ 10 for times at=l20 ¼ 1 and at=l20 ¼ :04.
Table
Eigenv
Exa
‘0k
3.1
6.2
9.4
12.
15.
18.
21.
25.
28.
31.
34.
37.
40.
43.
47.
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dt
Z
Xe
NiqkckTkdV þ
Z
Xe
KkrNi  rNidV ¼ 
Z
Ce
NiqkdCþ
Z
Xe
NiQkdV ; ð31Þwhere the Galerkin approach and isoparametic elements are adopted with temperature approximated over an element by
Tk ¼
P
NjTkj, where Nj are shape functions.
The approach adopted is to place Nk linear elements on E^k as this is typically sufﬁcient for higher values of k. The homo-
geneous systems of ﬁnite element equations for E^0 and E^1 are too simple to provide signiﬁcant insights, and hence the gov-
erning equations for E^2 are considered with the null end conditions applied, which yield½C2€T2 þ ½K2T2 ¼ m2c26
4 1 0
1 4 1
0 1 4
2
64
3
75
T1
T2
T3
0
B@
1
CA
2
þ K2A
‘2
2 1 0
1 2 1
0 1 2
2
64
3
75
T1
T2
T3
0
B@
1
CA
2
¼
0
0
0
0
B@
1
CA; ð32Þwhere m2 = q2A‘2 =m0/4, K2/‘2 = 4K0/‘0, T1, T2 and T3 are temperatures associated with the null regions associated with E^2.
Substitution of the eigenfunction T2 ¼ expð~k2atÞX2 into Eq. (32) yields the eigenvalue problem ½C2X2 ¼ ~k2a½K2X2 which
furnishes the eigenvalues ~k02  3:223=‘0, ~k12  6:928=‘0 and ~k22  11:259=‘0; these compare favourably against the ﬁrst two
exact values of k02 ¼ p=‘0  3:142=‘0, k12 ¼ 2p=‘0  6:283=‘0 and less so against k22 ¼ 3p=‘0  9:425=‘0. However, accuracy
in the smaller eigenvalues increases with increasing k as can be seen in Table 1.
Note that in contrasting solution (27) against the ﬁnite-element model the initial conditions can be reasonably approx-
imated by limiting (28) to a ﬁnite number of terms. This approach ensures that the Fourier and the ﬁnite element approx-1
alues for rod subject to homogeneous end conditions on E^k
ct E^1 E^2 E^3 E^4
i
42 3.464 3.223 3.162 3.147
83 6.928 6.446 6.324
25 11.259 9.974 9.562
566 13.856 12.891
708 18.119 16.344
850 22.517 19.949
991 26.201 23.732
133 27.713
274 31.891
416 36.238
558 40.672
699 45.034
841 49.065
982 52.403
124 54.636
562 K. Davey, R. Prosser / Applied Mathematical Modelling 37 (2013) 554–569imations provide an improved representation of the initial conditions with increasing number of elements. Series (27) is re-
stricted to the same number degrees of freedom as the ﬁnite element model (i.e. 2k  1) where the FE solution isTFEk ðtÞ ¼
X2k2
i¼0
bi expð~k2i atÞXik: ð33ÞThe comparison is performed in Figs. 5 and 6, for different positions along the bar corresponding to selected ﬁnite element
nodal positions. The results in the two ﬁgures are for E^2 and E^4 respectively; it is apparent that higher accuracy is achieved on
E^4 involving a greater number of elements. The results add support to the approach of using continuum predictions to predict
behaviour on a pre-fractal.
7. 2-D isotropic product fractals
The results presented thus far are limited to 1-D fractals but the methodology has signiﬁcantly wider areas of applicabil-
ity and can be extended to higher dimensions. The natural extension of the theory to 2-D in particular is via product fractals
of the type E^k  F^k, where E^k and F^k are dust-like fractals. Consider the set E^2k ¼ E^k  E^k where E^k is the Cantor dust pre-fractal
discussed in previous sections. Thus, E^20 ¼ ½0 ‘02 ¼ fðx; yÞ : 0 6 x 6 ‘0; 0 6 y 6 ‘0; g and E^2k ¼WkðE^0Þ WkðE^0Þ; examples of
E^2k , k = 1, 2, 3 are depicted in Fig. 7.
The number of elements Nk belonging to E^2k is given by Nk = 2
2k = 4k and the element side length is ‘k = 3k‘0, giving an
element area Ak ¼ 32k‘20. The support function l2k , is deﬁned asl2kðs; rÞ ¼
1 if ðs; rÞ 2 E^2k ;
0 if ðs; rÞ 2 ½0; ‘02 n E^2k ;
(
ð34Þand is the product of support functions on E^k, i.e. l2kðr; sÞ ¼ lkðrÞlkðsÞ with lk deﬁned in Section 3. Consider now a map be-
tween E^2k  ½0; ‘02 and E^20 with E^20 subdivided into Nk ¼ 4k square regions of side length 2k‘0. The unique piecewise linear
map that maps corresponding elements of E^2k  ½0; ‘02 to those in E^20 is ðr; sÞ#ðxkðrÞ; ykðsÞÞ, wherexkðrÞ ¼ 32
 k Z r
0
lkðr0Þdr0 and ykðsÞ ¼
3
2
 k Z s
0
lkðs0Þds0: ð35ÞThe Hausdorff fractal dimension D2 for the product cantor dust is determined from the solution toX4
i¼1
jSijD2 ¼ 4 1ﬃﬃﬃ
9
p
 D2
¼ 1: ð36ÞFig. 5. Temporal response Fourier series (FS) and FE at positions (s = x/‘0) along the rod for E^2.
Fig. 6. Temporal response Fourier series (FS) and FE at positions (s = x/‘0) along the rod for E^4.
Fig. 7. Pre-fractals E^2k for the Cantor-dust product fractal.
K. Davey, R. Prosser / Applied Mathematical Modelling 37 (2013) 554–569 563The scaling factor in this equation is obtained by taking the square root of the area reduction driven by each of the 4 con-
traction mappings. In this isotropic case, the relationship between the area reduction and the length scale introduced by the
mapping is trivial. In Section 8, the product fractals are anisotropic, and the linkage between area change and an appropriate
scaling length is no longer trivial.
By comparing this equation with Eq. (7), it is immediately obvious that D2 = 2D1 and that 4 ¼ 3D2 .
A uniform distribution of mass M0 over E^2k gives a relationship for element mass Mk of the form
Mk=M0 ¼ 4k ¼ ð3kÞD2 ¼ ð‘k=‘0ÞD2 . It follows thatdAk ¼ dxkdyk ¼
9
4
 k
l2kdrds ¼ ð3kÞD22l2kdrds ¼
‘k
‘0
 D22
l2kdA0; ð37Þ
564 K. Davey, R. Prosser / Applied Mathematical Modelling 37 (2013) 554–569which can be contrasted against Eq. (9); in the 1-D case the exponent is D1 – 1.
Moreover, with the use of Eq. (37) and conservation of mass gives dM0 ¼ q0dVk ¼ q0ð‘k‘10 ÞD22l2kdV0 ¼ qkdV0 ¼ dMk,
from which it can be deduced that qk ¼ q0ð‘k‘10 ÞD22l2k . Similarly, conservation of energy transport in the x-direction, say,
givesK0 @T
@xk
dyk ¼ K0
@T
@xk
‘k
‘0
 D22
2
lkðsÞds ¼ K0
@T
@r
‘k
‘0
 D22
2 lkðsÞ
x0kðrÞ
ds ¼ K0 @T
@r
lkðsÞ
lkðrÞ
ds; ð38Þfrom which it can be deduced that Kk = K0, unlike the 1-D example (which obeys the relationship Kk ¼ ð‘k‘10 Þ1D1K0). The
divisor lk(r) in Eq. (38) appears problematic until it is recognised that on an element of E^2k , l(r)– 0.
Key relationships between the continuum and the fractal in 2-D can be established by examining the solution to the
equationq0c0
@T
@t
¼ K0 @
2T
@x2
þ @
2T
@y2
 !
; ð39Þwhich is assumed to be known, and expressed as T(x, y, t).
Assuming the form Tk(r, s, t) = T(xk(r), yk(s), t) and substituting into qkckTkt ¼ KkðTrr þ TssÞ givesqkck
@Tk
@t
¼ q0c0
‘k
‘0
 D22
l2k
@T
@t
¼ Kk @
2Tk
@r2
þ @
2Tk
@s2
 !
¼ Kk ‘k
‘0
 D22
lkðrÞ
@2T
@x2
þ lkðsÞ
@2T
@y2
" #
; ð40Þwhich reduces to q0c0l2kTt ¼ KkðlkðrÞTxx þ lkðsÞTyyÞ and hence conﬁrms that Tk(r, s, t) = T(xk(r), yk(s), t) provided Kk = K0 and
provided both lk(r)– 0 and lk(s)– 0.
Although in this paper examples are restricted to 1-D and 2-D it is instructive to express the important relationships for
3-D cases. In the case of E^3k the mass ratio is Mk=M0 ¼ ð‘k=‘0ÞD3 and the relationship between differentials is
dxkdykdzk ¼ ð‘k‘10 ÞD33l3kdqdrds, where l3kðq; r; sÞ ¼ lkðqÞlkðrÞlkðsÞ and D3 = 3D1. Moreover, the density varies as
qk ¼ q0ð‘k‘10 ÞD33l3k and thermal conductivity behaves like Kk ¼ ð‘k‘10 Þ
D33
3 K0. Note Kk decreases with increase in k in 1-D,
remains invariant in 2-D but increases in 3-D.
7.1. Steady-state continuum
Consider the continuum equation associated with E^k in two dimensionsK0
@2Tk
@x2
þ @
2Tk
@y2
 !
þ
_Q
2ð2k  1Þ
X2k1
i¼1
d
x
‘0
 i
2k
 
þ d y
‘0
 i
2k
  
¼ 0; ð41Þwhere it is assumed that the matrix material acts as a uniform heat source and the superscript k indicates that the contin-
uum temperature now depends on the location of the heat sources.
If boundary conditions permit, then relatively simple analytical solutions are possible. For example, consider substitution
of a solution of the form Tkðx; yÞ ¼ XkðxÞ þ YkðyÞ þ ~Tkðx; yÞ in to Eq. (41) to giveK0X
k00 þ
_Q
2ð2k  1Þ
X2k1
i¼1
dxi
2k
 !
þ K0Yk00 þ
_Q
2ð2k  1Þ
X2k1
i¼1
dyi
2k
 !
þ K0 @
2~Tk
@x2
þ @
2~Tk
@y2
 !
¼ 0; ð42Þwhere dxi=2k ¼ dðx=‘0  i=2
kÞ and dy
i=2k
¼ dðy=‘0  i=2kÞ. Setting the bracketed terms to zero givesXkðxÞ ¼ 
_Q‘20
K02ð2k  1Þ
X2k1
i¼1
x
‘0
 i
2k
	 

þ
_Q‘20
4K0
x
‘0
; ð43ÞandYkðyÞ ¼ 
_Q‘20
K02ð2k  1Þ
X2k1
i¼1
y
‘0
 i
2k
	 

þ
_Q‘20
4K0
y
‘0
; ð44Þwhere the terms contained in the curly brackets are returned if positive but zero otherwise.
Similarly the Laplacian term in Eq. (41) is zeroed with the expansion~Tkðx; yÞ ¼
X1
n¼1
1
sinhðnpÞ a
k
n sinh np 1
y
‘0
  
þ bkn sinh
npy
‘0
  
sin
npx
‘0
 
þ
X1
n¼1
 1
sinhðnpÞ c
k
n sinh np 1
x
‘0
  
þ dkn sinh
npx
‘0
  
sin
npy
‘0
 
: ð45Þ
K. Davey, R. Prosser / Applied Mathematical Modelling 37 (2013) 554–569 565It is evident that given the edge temperatures the Fourier coefﬁcients are readily determinable; for deﬁniteness consider
edge temperatures T(x, 0) = x/‘0, T(0, y) = y/‘0, T(x, ‘0) = 1  x/‘0 and T(0, y) = 1  y/‘0. The temperature plots for
Tk(r, s) = Tk(xk(r), yk(s)) at a selection of values of y (or s) are presented in Fig. 8 for this case. In addition, temperature contours
on E^21 and E^
2
3 along with associated continuum contours are depicted in Fig. 9. For convenience, energy input from the matrix
as determined by _Q‘2=K0DT0 is set to unity. The plots for ﬁxed y coordinates on E^2k showmodiﬁed forms of the pre-fractals for
the Devil’s staircase which is as expected because each boundary condition at the edge of the plate is precisely a Devil’s stair-
case in the limit k?1. Note that the matrix temperature is piecewise constant for each ﬁxed y, reﬂecting an inﬁnite value of
thermal conductivity in the r direction. It should be appreciated that matrix thermal conductivity is necessarily anisotropic
and is zero in the s direction at the points of constant matrix temperature depicted in Fig. 8.7.2. Transient behaviour on a square plate
Consider the transient continuum equationq0c0
@Tk
@t
¼ K0 @
2Tk
@x2
þ @
2Tk
@y2
 !
þ
_Q
2ð2k  1Þ
X2k1
i¼1
d
x
‘0
 i
2k
 
þ d y
‘0
 i
2k
  
ð46Þon a square domain with steady-edge temperatures and consider a solution of the form Tk(x, y, t) = sk(x, y, t) + Sk(x, y) + Xk(-
k(x, y, t) = sk(x, y, t) + Sk(x, y) + Xk(x) + Yk(y), where sk, Sk, Xk and Yk satisﬁes q0c0skt ¼ K0r2sk, r2Sk = 0,
K0ðXkÞ00 þ Q21ð2k  1Þ1
P2k1
i1 d
x
1=2k ¼ 0 and K0ðYkÞ
00 þ Q21ð2k  1Þ1P2k1i1 dy1=2k ¼ 0, respectively. Here sk satisﬁes zero edge
conditions but arbitrary initial conditions, S satisﬁes arbitrary steady-edge conditions, Xk satisﬁes zero conditions at x = 0 and
x = ‘0 and Yk satisﬁes zero conditions at y = 0 and y = ‘0. Solutions Xk, Yk and Sk are given by Eqs. (43)–(45), respectively. The
solution to skt ¼ a0r2sk is obtained on setting skðx; y; tÞ ¼ ~sðtÞ~XðxÞ~YðyÞ, which on substitution into the governing equation
yields a10 ~s1 _~s ¼ ~X1€~X þ ~Y1€~Y , where a0 ¼ K0=q0c0. It can be deduced that ~X1€~X ¼ x21 and ~Y1€~Y ¼ x22 and it follows that
eigensolutions are ~XnðxÞ ¼ sinðx1nxÞ, ~YmðyÞ ¼ sinðx2myÞ and ~snmðtÞ ¼ expða0ðx21n þx22mÞtÞ, where x1n ¼ np=‘0 and
x2m ¼ mp=‘0. Linear combination of the eigensolutions givesskðx; y; tÞ ¼
X1
n¼1
X1
m¼1
bknm exp 
a0p2
‘20
ðn2 þm2Þt
 !
sin
np
‘0
x
 
sin
mp
‘0
y
 
: ð47ÞFor illustration purposes, consider edge temperatures as in Section 7.1 along with an initial temperature ﬁeld given by
xy=‘20. The transient temperature plots for a selection of values of yk are presented in Fig. 10 where, again, energy input from
the matrix as determined by _Q‘2=K0DT0 is set to unity. The plots for a ﬁxed y coordinate and speciﬁed times on E^2k showmod-
iﬁed forms of the pre-fractal representation of the Devil’s staircase. For the larger time steady-state conditions are reached
which match those of Fig. 8.Fig. 8. Temperature plot for E^2k for stipulated values y with ﬁxed-wall temperatures and matrix energy input
Q0‘
2
0
K0DT0
¼ 1.
Fig. 9. Contour temperature plots for E^2k and corresponding continuum with ﬁxed wall temperatures and matrix energy input
Q0‘
2
0
K0DT0
¼ 1.
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Consider now product fractals of the type E^k  F^k, where E^k and F^k are dust-like pre-fractals. For the sake of illustration
consider the continuum domain E^0  F
_
0
¼ fðx; yÞ : 0 6 x 6 ‘0;0 6 y 6 w0; g with E^k the usual Cantor pre-fractal whilst F^k is
formed from three contraction maps of the form S1(y) = y/4, S2(y) = 3w0/8 + y/4 and S3(y) = 3w0/4 + y/4, where w0 is the plate
width. The number of elements belonging to F^k is 3k, each of width wk = 4kw0 and it follows that the number of elements Nk
belonging to E^k  F^k is 2k3k. A selection of initial pre-fractals for the product dust are depicted in Fig. 11. Although results
presented in this section relate to this dust it is insightful to adopt a generic approach in developing the theory underpinning
anisotropic fractals. Consider ‘k deﬁned to be the dominant length, then the fractal dimension D2 can be obtained from the
Fig. 10. Temperature plot for E^2k for
y
‘0
¼ 19 with ﬁxed-wall temperatures at time at‘20 ¼ :001; :005;1, where matrix energy input
Q0‘
2
0
K0DT0
¼ 1.
K. Davey, R. Prosser / Applied Mathematical Modelling 37 (2013) 554–569 567limit limk!1½lnNk= lnð‘k=‘0Þ. Assume further that ‘k ¼ ck‘0, wk ¼ xkw0 with c 6 x (making ‘k dominant), and that
NEk ¼ ak and NFk ¼ bk, where NEk and NFk are the number of elements on E^k and F^k, respectively. It follows that the fractal dimen-
sion for the edges are DE1 ¼ limk!1½lnNEk= lnð‘k=‘0Þ ¼ lna= ln c and DF1 ¼ limk!1½lnNFk= lnðwk=w0Þ ¼ ln b= lnx whilst the
product dust itself yields D2 ¼ limk!1½lnNk= lnð‘k=‘0Þ ¼ lnðabÞ= ln c. These relationships provide a ¼ cDE1 , b ¼ xDE1 and
ab ¼ cD2 , which gives cDE1xDF1 ¼ cD2 or xDF1 ¼ cD2DE1 . By raising both sides of this expression to the power of - k the following
result is obtained wk=w0 ¼ ð‘k=‘0ÞðD2D
E
1Þ=DF1 or ‘k=‘0 ¼ ðwk=w0ÞD
F
1=ðD2DE1Þ. The differentials dxk ¼ ð‘k‘10 ÞD
E
11lkðrÞdr and
dyk ¼ ðwkw10 ÞD
F
11lkðsÞds combine to givedAk ¼ dxkdyk ¼
‘k
‘0
 DE11 wk
w0
 DF11
l2kdrds ¼
‘k
‘0
 D2ðDE11ÞþDE1DF1
DF
1 l2kdA0; ð48Þwhere it is apparent that the form of the exponent is somewhat different from the isotropic case although identical results
are obtained for DE1 ¼ DF1.
Note also that the mass ratio takes a familiar form, i.e. Mk=M0 ¼ ð‘k=‘0ÞD2 although
dM0 ¼ q0dVk ¼ q0ð‘k‘10 ÞDl2kdV0 ¼ qkdV0 ¼ dMk, where D is the exponent in Eq. (48), i.e. D ¼ ðD2ðDE1  1Þ þ DE1  DF1Þ=DF1. Con-
sider also heat ﬂux balance, in the x and y directions respectively, i.e.Kx0
@T
@xk
dyk ¼ Kx0
@T
@xk
wk
w0
 DF11
lkðsÞds ¼ Kx0
@T
@r
wk
w0
 DF11 lkðsÞ
x0kðrÞ
ds ¼ Kx0
wk
w0
 DF11 ‘k
‘0
 ðDE11Þ @T
@r
lkðsÞ
lkðrÞ
ds; ð49ÞandFig. 11. Pre-fractals E^k  F^k for dust product fractal.
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@T
@yk
dxk ¼ Ky0
@T
@yk
‘k
‘0
 DE11
lkðrÞdr ¼ Ky0
@T
@s
‘k
‘0
 DE11 lkðrÞ
y0kðsÞ
dr ¼ Ky0
‘k
‘0
 DE11 wk
w0
 ðDF11Þ @T
@s
lkðrÞ
lkðsÞ
dr; ð50Þfrom which it can be deduced how the thermal conductivity Kk on the kth pre-fractal is related to K
x
0 and K
y
0 via the relation-
ships Kk ¼ Kx0ðwkw10 ÞD
F
11ð‘k‘10 ÞðD
E
11Þ and Kk ¼ Ky0ð‘k‘10 ÞD
E
11ðwkw10 ÞðD
F
11Þ.
These relationships illustrate how an anisotropic geometry manifests itself into an anisotropic material property at the
continuum. Consider further that the governing heat equation on the kth pre-fractal is qkckTkt ¼ KkðTrr þ TssÞ. The solution
of this equation is related to the continuum via Tkðr; s; tÞ ¼ TðxkðrÞ; ykðsÞ; tÞ, where the continuum heat equation is to be deter-
mined. The change of variables givesqkck
@Tk
@t
¼ q0c0
‘k
‘0
 D
l2k
@T
@t
¼ Kk @
2Tk
@r2
þ @
2Tk
@s2
 !
¼ Kk ‘k
‘0
 DE11
lkðrÞ
" #2
@2T
@x2
þ Kk wkw0
 DF11
lkðsÞ
" #2
@2T
@y2
: ð51ÞOn an element of E^k  F^k this equation reduces toq0c0l
2
k
@T
@t
¼ Kk wkw0
 ðDF11Þ ‘k
‘0
 ðDE11Þ @2T
@x2
þ Kk ‘k
‘0
 ðDE11Þ wk
w0
 ðDF11Þ @2T
@y2
¼ Kx0
@2T
@x2
þ Ky0
@2T
@y2
; ð52Þwhere it is readily conﬁrmed that the conductivity relationships given by Eqs. (49) and (50) match those implicitly assumed
in Eq. (52).
Although results for anisotropic fractals are restricted to 2-D it is of interest to stipulate analogous important 3-D rela-
tionships. In the case of E^k  F^k  G^k the mass ratio is Mk=M0 ¼ ð‘k=‘0ÞD3 and the relationship between differentials is
dxkdykdzk ¼ ð‘k‘10 ÞD
E
11ðwkw10 ÞD
F
11ðhkh10 ÞD
E
11l3kdqdrds, where D3, D
E
1, D
F
1 and D
G
1 are deﬁned in the usual way. Fractal dimen-
sions associated with the product spaces E^k  F^k, E^k  G^k and F^k  G^k are denoted as DEF2 , DEG21 and DFG2 , respectively. Similar to
above the following relationships apply: wk=w0 ¼ ð‘k=‘0ÞðD
EF
2 DE1Þ=DF1 , hk=h0 ¼ ð‘k=‘0ÞðD
EG
2 DE1Þ=DG1 and
ðwk=w0ÞD
F
1 ðhk=h0ÞD
G
1 ¼ ð‘k=‘0ÞðD3D
E
1Þ. Moreover, density varies as qk ¼ q0ð‘k‘10 ÞD
E
11ðwkw10 ÞD
F
11ðhkh10 ÞD
E
11l3k and thermal con-
ductivity Kk on the kth pre-fractal is related to K
x
0, K
y
0 and K
z
0 via the relationships Kk ¼ Kx0ðwkw10 ÞD
F
11ðhkh10 ÞD
G
11ð‘k‘10 ÞðD
E
11Þ,
Kk ¼ Ky0ð‘k‘10 ÞD
E
11ðhkh10 ÞD
G
11ðwkw10 ÞðD
F
11Þ and Kk ¼ Kz0ð‘k‘10 ÞD
E
11ðwkw10 ÞD
F
11ðhkh10 ÞðD
G
11Þ. Thus, given the pre-fractal of
interest and the isotropic material conductivity Kk, then anisotropic continuum K
x
0, K
y
0 and K
z
0 are obtainable with these
relationships.
9. Discussion
The basic analytical solution methodology for the Cantor dust is applicable to differential equations of the form
oT(x, t) = 0, which can be transformed into an equation of the form okTk(s, t) = 0. ok is a differential operator identical in form
to o and Tk(s) = T  xk(s), where xk(s) provides a mapping between the product pre-fractal E^k  F^k and the equivalent contin-
uum model on which oT(x, t) = 0. Extensions to this approach are obtained from the introduction of distributions at strategic
locations on the right-hand side of oT(x, t) = 0 to simulate the generation of heat in the composite matrix material. In the case
of one dimension the methodology has been presented principally for the Cantor dust, but evidently other fractals can read-
ily be considered by using a relationship of the form dxk(s) = ck(s)lk(s)ds where the scaling factor ck(s) in its most general
form is possibly dependent on s. The method presented is the ﬁrst step towards for establishing a methodology for obtaining
analytical heat transfer solutions on a fractal directly from known continuum solutions. The solutions on the fractals and
problems considered transpired to be remarkably straightforward to obtain and required only the replacing of the spatial
argument in the continuum analytical solution with xk(s) and taking the limit k?1.
10. Conclusions
This paper is concerned with the determination of analytical solutions for conductive heat transfer through to a binary
composite consisting of two isotropic materials with extreme material properties. The concept of an equivalent continuum
solution is established where the numbers of regions on the pre-fractal are matched with contiguous regions on the contin-
uum, so that energy content and transfer can be matched on these regions. The following conclusions can be drawn from the
paper:
(i) It is possible to determine ﬁnite temperatures and heat transfer rates satisfying boundary and initial conditions on a
fractal for ﬁnite measures of energy, where the solution on the fractal is deﬁned to be the limiting solution of a
sequence of analytical solutions on pre-fractals used in the formation of the fractal geometry.
(ii) It is possible to determine ﬁnite temperatures and heat transfer rates on a fractal dust for a two-phase moving bound-
ary problem.
K. Davey, R. Prosser / Applied Mathematical Modelling 37 (2013) 554–569 569(iii) A methodology for the determination of analytical temperature solutions on fractal product dusts has been
established.
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